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Abstract: The majority of existing malware detection techniques detects malicious
codes by identifying malicious behavior patterns. However, they have difficulty identifying new or modified malicious behaviors; consequently, new techniques that can
effectively and accurately detect new malicious behaviors are crucial. This paper proposes a method that defines the malicious behaviors of malware using conceptual graphs
that are able to describe their concepts and the relationships among them and, consequently, infer their malicious behavior patterns. The inferred patterns are then learned
by a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier that compares and classifies the behaviors as either normal or malicious. The results of experiments conducted verify that the
proposed method detects malicious codes more efficiently than conventional methods.
In the experimental results, it exhibits a better detection rate than that of malicious
code detection methods that rely solely on the signature based approach. This suggests
that the proposed method is not only suitable for detection of malicious codes, but is
also more efficient than other detection methods as it combines the advantages of more
than two malicious code detection methods.
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Introduction

Recently, Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) attacks have become an issue in
Information Security. An APT attack is a set of stealthy and continuous computer hacking processes, often orchestrated by humans targeting a specific entity.
APT attacks usually target organizations and nations for business or political
motives. Further, APT processes require a high degree of covertness over a long
period of time.
In order to circumvent APT attacks, integrated detection and monitoring
from the routing section, rather than an individual detection policy for each
client is needed. Conventional approaches to countering APT attacks are of two
types: security solutions based on the network, and interception of spreading malware that occur in a repetitive pattern. These approaches rely on methods such
as URL blacklists and signatures. However, by definition, these approaches are
ineffective against dynamic attacks that exploit zeroday vulnerabilities. Various
techniques can result in a decrease in detection rate, resulting in attempts to stop
APT attacks proving ineffective [Dell SecureWorks, 12], [Giura and Wei, 12].
A case in point is the JavaScript language, which is used extensively on
the Web. Many attack methods hide malware site URLs and exploit JavaScript
code. Recently, these attempts have increased gradually, resulting in a variety
of file types, including JavaScript, being vulnerable [Elshoush and Osmank, 11],
[Laskov and Srndic, 11].
This paper proposes a new method of detecting malicious JavaScript codes.
The majority of existing malware detection techniques examines the character
string signature or the behavior pattern in order to distinguish between normal
programs and malware. However, with these techniques, finding new malicious
codes or their variants is difficult. Furthermore, as the use of signature based
systems to detect scripts for malicious behaviors increases, diverse techniques are
being devised to counter them. We propose a method that infers relationships
among codes and analyzes heir meanings using conceptual graphs. The proposed
method analyzes malicious code distribution patterns and expresses their related
characteristics via conceptual graphs and patterns. The patterns are then learned
by a Support Vector Machine (SVM), a popular machine learning method.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses conceptual graphs and the Conceptual Graph Interchange Format (CGIF). Section
3 outlines how features are extracted and patterns created for static analysis of
malicious scripts. Section 4 discusses SVM learning and classification of malicious
patterns. Section 5 presents and evaluates the results of experiments conducted.
Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper and outlines future work.
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Advanced persistent threat (APT) attacks

Generally, an advanced persistent threat (APT) attack means a new attack form
for damage to specific target such as information hijacking, system failure and so
on. An object of APT attack can be divided into three things. The first is to build
organization based on the information technology for information hijacking. The
second is to weaken and hinder a target’s mission. The final is to prepare the
foundation for APT attack in the future.
The APT attack is defined as the four steps of preparation, internal network
penetration, internal activities and achievement of goal. The preparation step
is to prepare an attack such as information gathering, information analysis,
web page modulation, preparing command and control (C&C) server and so
on. Actually, this step cannot detect the APT attack because of the APT attack
is prepared in the external network[Legg et al., 13],[Shen et al., 14].
The next step is internal network penetration and various methods are used
such as sending malicious e-mail, modulated web bulletin board connection,
modulated software update server connection and so on [Wei and Erik, 09]. The
internal activities step is the gathering information of targets internal IT infrastructure such as, connection between zombie PC and C&C server, malicious
code download, sending malicious code to zombie PC, additional vulnerability
gathering, authorization acquisition for database connection and so on. Finally,
the goal achievement step is performed information hijacking and destroying IT
infrastructure using malicious code [Ajay, 12], [Liu et al., 13].
2.2

Existing malware detection techniques

Malicious malware exist in many different forms. Viruses, worms, trojans, and
adware are the most common categories. However, each category also comprises
various types of threats, with equally as many different methods of combating
malware. The majority of conventional anti malware scanners combine several
of these techniques[Christodorescu and Jha, 03], [Shahzad and Lavesson, 13].
Malicious code detection solutions traditionally strongly relied on signature
based scanning, also referred to as scan string based technologies. In this method,
the signature based scan engine searches within given files for the presence of certain strings and, if the predefined strings are found, certain actions such as alarms
are triggered. However, signature based scanning only detects known malware
and is therefore ineffective against new attack mechanisms [Kruegel et al., 09].
Heuristic scanning is similar to signature scanning, with the exception that
instead of looking for specific signatures, heuristic scanning searches for certain
instructions or commands within a program that are not found in typical application programs. As a result, a heuristic engine is able to detect potentially
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malicious functionality in new, previously unexamined, code such as the replication mechanism of a virus, the distribution routine of a worm or the payload
of a Trojan. However, heuristic methods are time consuming [Ho et al., 13].
Conventional malware protection methods are becoming increasingly incapable of providing protection against some of the latest threats. Network based
malware protection systems are therefore becoming important advanced threat
detection mechanisms, and conceptual access to malicious code is also crucial
[Likarish et al., 09].
2.3 Conceptual graph and conceptual graph interchange format
(CGIF)
A conceptual graph is a knowledge representation language that integrates several semantic networks, and has the expressive power of logically concise and
natural languages using schematics [Hensman, 04], [Karalopoulos et al., 04]. It
can describe meanings in a form that can be easily understood by humans and
available natural language processing systems on the computer. For example, a
sentence such as “Smith is going to New York by bus” can be expressed as the
conceptual graph shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The example of Conceptual Graph

The rectangle in Figure 1 represents concepts, the oval indicates the relationships between the concepts, and the nodes are connected by indicators. Thus,
“Agnt”, “Dest”, and “Inst”signify the relationship between the concepts and
“Smith”, “New York”and “Bus”refer to the concept of each node. The expression “Person: Smith”means that “Smith”is an instance of the concept “Person”.
In addition, a conceptual graph can be converted to CGIF, an extended
graphic notation called Backus Normal Form or Backus Naur Form (BNF). Table 1 lists the conceptual graph notation converted into a linear notation, and
an example of CGIF conversion from a conceptual graph based on the linear
notation [Baget, 03], [Zhong et al., 02].
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Table 1: Examples of Linear Notation and CGIF Expression of Conceptual Graph
Linear Notation of Conceptual Graph CGIF Expression of Conceptual Graph
[Go]−

[City : N ewY ork] (Dest?x1N ewY ork)

(Agnt) → [P erson : Smith]

[Bus : ∗x2]

(Dest) → [City : N ewY ork]

[P erson : Smith] (Inst?x1?x2)

(Inst) → [Bus]

[Going : ∗x1]

(Inst?x1?x2)

3 Conceptual graph and SVM using malicious script code
analysis
After collecting normal script codes and malicious script codes, it is necessary
to create a conceptual graph by conceptual analysis of the ability of the attack
code to attack the source codes vulnerability. Then, tokenization of the code
is carried out through static analysis of the malicious script codes collected
[Mishne and Rijke, 04], [Choi et al., 11].
The relationship between the tokenized codes and the concepts can be created
using the conceptual graph, which is then converted into a predefined pattern
through CGIF [Zhang and Yu, 01]. Patterns of malicious script codes are generated as the frequency of CGIF codes for malicious behaviors is checked, and
then stored in a database. The stored malignant patterns are used to create
SVM training data by matching the CGIF converted from the normal scripts
with those converted from the malicious scripts, and also for SVM learning. After the CGIF script codes that are to be classified are created, they are matched
with the malicious patterns to form test datasets for SVM classification and,
based on the dataset, scripts codes are SVM classified for malicious script detection. Figure 2 shows the overall flow of the malicious code analysis procedure
described above.

Figure 2: Processing of Malicious Script Analysis using Conceptual Graph and
SVM
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Definition of JavaScript Code Concept and Relation

Malware authors create and distribute malicious codes in JavaScript because
most web services are based on JavaScript. As a result, malicious JavaScript
codes have been increasing every year [Cova et al., 10], [Fredrikson et al., 10].
Figure 3 shows a sample malicious script code created with JavaScript. The
code is a malicious script that induces users to access another malicious web
page and to download and run malicious code (real.swf) using vulnerability
existing in Flash Player.

Figure 3: An Example of Malicious JavaScript Code

In Figure 3, the JavaScript code with the malicious behavior, “navigator.user
Agent.toLowerCase(),”is a function that obtains the user agent information used
by the browser. On ascertaining the version of the web browser the user is using,
the JavaScript script obtains the vulnerable part of the browser by accessing
the web associated with the corresponding vulnerability part using the iframe
method of the document.write() class. The concepts in the source code are hierarchically classified using the components used in programming languages in
order to express the malicious JavaScript code as a conceptual graph, as shown
in Figure 4. The component of each hierarchy is defined as the concept of the
source code.
Concepts are defined as shown in Table 2 based on the hierarchy classified
above. The relationship between the concepts within the source code is defined as
shown in Table 3. For example, the grammatical concept “Procedure”indicates
that it is related with the relationship Condition, Argument [Gregoire, 09].
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Figure 4: Hierarchy of Components in Programming Language

Table 2: Definition of Source Code Concept
Concept

Description
A series of task sequences and processes executed to
Procedure
solve a problem
Sentence used to control program execution in difConditional
ferent ways depending on the given condition
Program sentence to execute a series of given comLoop
Statement
mands repeatedly
Operation carried out in a way different from the way
Error
predetermined for that operation
Comparison Task of comparing the sizes of two input data
Operation to create the result of being true or false,
Logical
by applying logical operators to logical variables
Operator
Arithmetic operations for numeric data such as acArithmetic
tual numbers and integers
...

3.2 Definition of Malicious Code Pattern and Conceptual Graph
Expression
Codes for malicious behaviors in the JavaScript code are expressed according to
the previously defined concepts and relationships, as shown below:
iframe code(width,height value (0 or 1)
document.writeln or document.write
eval(jsString)
:
navigator.userAgent.toLowerCase()
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Table 3: Definition of Source Code Relationship
Relationship

Definition

Condition

Relationship Condition
High-level Concept

Low-level Concept

Condition for
jump syntax

Conditional, Loop

Statements, Operator,
Assign, Procedure,
(-Call), String, Variable

Contains

Concept that
contains
another concept

*

*

Comment

Comment

*

String

Return

Concept that
returns a value

Function, Method Function, String, Variable

(* : Set of concepts, which contains all concepts and relationship conditions)

In order to analyze for methods of attack to carry out certain malicious
behaviors or damage security products, it is necessary to create concepts of
malicious codes and the relationship among the codes, express them in a conceptual graph, and then convert the graph to a canonical format applicable to
the system.
Figure 5 shows a conceptual graph of a malicious code that uses “JS/Redirect”. It is the conceptual graph of the part of the code that verifies the vulnerable section of flash player and downloads a piece of malicious code that then
executes another malicious code. JS/Redirect is a typical piece of malicious code
in JavaScript. The conceptual graph in Figure 5 contains “Statements”(part A)
for carrying out a malicious behavior, and “Methods”(part B) for downloading
and executing the malicious script using the statements. According to the conceptual graph, the malicious code uses “Statements”to check the vulnerability
to be used for a malicious behavior, and induces downloading and execution of
the malicious code using the “Method: iframe”concept. When various forms of
malicious codes are expressed in conceptual graphs using the method described
above, it is possible to detect conceptual malicious behaviors even if their sources
are modified or new malicious codes are generated.

4
4.1

Learning malicious script code patterns using SVM
CGIF conversion of conceptual graph

In order to create malicious script code patterns, it is necessary to translate
the codes related to the malicious behaviors into a conceptual graph, and then
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Figure 5: A Conceptual Graph for Malicious Script Code

convert the conceptual graph into CGIF. Table 4 shows an example of CGIF,
in which “[ ]”refers to the concept and “*”refers to the concept type. The symbol “:”is used to distinguish between concepts and relationships, “()”shows the
relationship, and “?”expresses the relationship between the concepts involved.

Table 4: An Example of CGIF converted from Conceptual Graph
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

[Else if: *x1]
[Variable: Var name[major]]
[String: 10]
[argument: frameborder=0]
[Compare OP: ==]
[Assign: *x2]
[ : *x3]
[Variable: Var name[rev]]
[String: 22]
[Method: document.write]
[argument: iframe src=gg.html]
[argument: width=0]
[argument: height=0]

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

[argument: width=468]
[argument: height=60]
[argument: framebord=0]
[argument: fleska.php]
[String: 12]
[Procedure: Script Download]
[Statement: JavaScript]
[Statement: *x4]
···
···
(contain ?x4 Var name)
(contain ?x2 document.write)
(contain ?x6 ?x2)
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Malicious script code pattern generation

Malicious scripts are analyzed and the codes related to malicious behaviors are
extracted from the converted CGIF codes. The extracted CGIF codes are defined
as malicious code patterns, and stored in a malicious pattern database. Then,
by matching the CGIFs of normal script codes and those of the malicious codes
to be classified, SVM learning datasets and test datasets are created.
Malicious behavior patterns are determined based on the malicious attack
techniques known to date and the codes that attempt malicious behaviors. Then,
the frequency with which each malicious pattern appears in normal scripts and
malicious scripts is calculated. The malicious code pattern with a higher frequency in malicious scripts and a lower frequency in normal scripts is recorded
on a higher level index. Using the finalized ranking list of each malicious code
pattern, the malicious CGIF patterns are generated after the patterns of less frequent malicious codes (lower rank); that is, the malicious patterns and normal
patterns with less frequencies, are excluded. The malicious CGIF patterns are
generated based on the frequencies of normal patterns and malicious patterns.
4.3

Learning script code pattern using SVM

The codes related on malicious activity are extracted to use the converted CGIF
codes through malicious script analysis. The extracted CGIF codes are defined
as malicious code pattern. And then, the data set (SVM learning data set and
test data set) is building through matching between CGIF of general script codes
and CGIF for classification.
The malicious activity pattern is defined based on the well-known malware
codes and attack methods. The frequency of malicious activity is calculated
between general scripts and malware scripts. If malicious pattern indicates low
frequency of general scripts and high frequency of malicious scripts, this pattern
can be defined the malicious activity pattern and it is recorded the malicious
pattern list. Table 5 is malicious CGIF pattern based on frequency between
general and malicious pattern. Actually, malicious patterns are consist of concept
and relation for malicious activity.
Many of the existing classification results of the SVM classification algorithm have proved highly accurate. It is used predominantly in the field of pattern recognition, and is most successful in the area of document classification
[Wang and Chiang, 09], [Chen et al., 09]. In this paper, a malicious code detection approach is proposed in which conceptual graphs are created using the
concepts and relationships of the source codes and malicious code SVM learning
conducted. Figure 6 shows the process of generating an SVM dataset through
matching of the malicious code patterns in CGIF and normal script codes or
script codes subject to classification.
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Table 5: Malicious code patterns
Pattern Index
1
2
3
···
60

Malicious Pattern
[String: 1]
[Variable: Var name[major]]
[String: 10]
···
Contain ?x2 gaobumingbai())

Figure 6: SVM Data Set Creation

Learning data and test data are created using the results of matching based
on 60 selected malicious patterns. CGIFs of the selected malicious codes are
matched with those of the normal script codes, with resulting values used as
index values for SVM learning data and test data. When the CGIF pattern of
the normal script code or of the script code to be detected matches that of the
malicious code, a 1 is returned; otherwise, a 0 is returned. Table 6 shows examples
of datasets created using the resulting values from the pattern matching process
in Figure 6. When the patterns are matched, the data has a truth value of 1;
otherwise, it has a false value of 0.
The new script is performed the pattern learning. If the new script is ma-
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Table 6: Created Data Sets
Code Pattern
Code Set(1)
Code Set(2)

1
1
1

2
0
0

3
1
0

4
1
1

···
···
···

60
0
1

licious code, it needs classification of malicious codes. Therefore, we explain
the weight value measurement method. In this paper, we selected five malicious
pattern based on the highest frequency. The extracted malicious patterns are
integrated after malicious pattern learning. Equation 1 shows the weight value
measurement method based on keyword.
iP f (t) = log(

|w|
)
f rw (t)

(1)

where w is the total number of scripts, fr w is the frequency of t (malicious
pattern) in learning scripts. In equation 1, iPf can be classified the noise and
general pattern (small malicious concept and relation). Equation 2 shows weight
value of malicious pattern using Term Frequency (TF) and Inverse Term Frequency (iTF).
KW = T F (t) × iT F (t)

5

(2)

Experiments and evaluation

We conducted experiments in which malicious JavaScript codes were collected
and a total of 210 scripts used as experimental datasets (105 learning datasets
and 105 test datasets). Each dataset consisted of a total of three groups. The
first group contained 35 malicious JavaScript codes; the second group contained
malicious behaviors that were not malicious but were similar; and the last group
consisted of 35 normal JavaScript codes.
Table 7 shows the results of experiments conducted using the SVM based
on the datasets. The malicious code detection result for Group A shows a high
detection rate of about 94%; Group B, 83%; and Group C, 15%. In general,
Groups A and B show high detection rates. On the other hand, the Group C
result shows a positive error of 15%, which can be considered a low detection
rate. Group B, the group for detecting variants of malicious codes, has a high
detection level, which implies that the proposed method has a high detection
rate for similar and variant malicious behavior forms.
For malicious codes corresponding to Group A, all three methods exhibit
similar results. However, for the codes similar to the malicious codes subject to
comparison as in Group B, the results of the malicious code detection method
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Table 7: A Result of Comparison between the Proposed Method and Existing
Techniques
Group
A
B
C

Proposed Detection Method
A’s Vaccine
B’s Web Browser
Detection
Detection
Detection
Detected
Detected
Detected
Rate
Rate
Rate
33
94.2%
34
97.1%
31
88.5%
29
82.8%
28
80%
20
57.1%
5
14.2%
8
22.8%
12
34.2%

using the conceptual graph proposed in this paper show a higher detection rate
than those of other methods. This implies that the concept based similarity
measurement method using conceptual graphs is more suitable for detecting
the codes similar to malicious behaviors than the existing pattern matching
techniques. In addition, the search result for Group C, which shows the lowest
positive error, signifies that the proposed method is suitable for malicious code
detection.
In the table 7, group A is the detection result based on the well known
malware codes and result is indicated similar result between proposed method
and others. The group B is the result based on the little known malware codes
and proposed method is better than others. Finally, group C the detection result
based on general codes (not malware codes) and proposed method is lower than
others.
The existing malicious code detection methods used by A and B are signature
based approaches that use a string of malicious codes. However, the malicious
script analysis method proposed in this paper, which uses conceptual graphs
created from the patterns of malicious behaviors, combines the signature based
detection method and the behavior based detection methods. As shown in the
experimental results, it exhibits a better detection rate than that of malicious
code detection methods that rely solely on the signature based approach. This
suggests that the proposed method is not only suitable for detection of malicious
codes, but is also more efficient than other detection methods as it combines the
advantages of more than two malicious code detection methods.

6

Conclusions and future work

This paper presented a method for detecting unknown malicious codes that are
similar to or variants of existing malicious codes, using conceptual graphs and
SVM. In general, conventional malicious code detection methods create patterns
only through analysis of malicious codes, and attempt to detect malicious codes
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by comparing those patterns. In contrast, our proposed method creates malicious patterns not only through analysis of malicious codes but also using the
concept of malicious behaviors and the relationships between those behaviors
and malicious codes.
Furthermore, it uses SVM, which exhibits outstanding machine learning performance, for malicious code detection. It combines the advantages of signature
based and behavior based detection methods. The results of the experiments
verify that the proposed malicious script code analysis and detection method
effectively detects both malicious scripts and unknown malicious codes. It is
necessary to collect more diverse patterns in order to improve the performance
of the system. However, as the number of patterns increases, positive errors, in
which normal codes are identified as malicious codes, may occur. In order to prevent such a drawback, a method that defines the concepts and the relationships
of the codes more accurately and in more detail is required.
Thus, in future studies, we plan to improve the malicious code detection
accuracy by collecting more patterns and thereby increasing the number of patterns. In addition, research into the definition of malicious behaviors through
the relationships among malicious codes will be conducted.
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